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MINIATURE FIGURINES LTD
28/32 NORTHAM ROAD, SOUTHAMPTON

TELEPHONES: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 WEST END 4651 (after 7 p.m.)

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR INFANTRY 6jpeach RENAISSANCE - INFANTRY
E.CW. 1s Royal,at Musketeer Firing
E C.W. 2s Royalist Pikeman Advancing,
ECW 3s (loyalist Pikeman Standing
EC W 4s Roundhead Pikeman Standing
ECW. 5s Royalist Officer with Sword
E C.W. 6s Roundhead Musketeer Firing
ECW. 7s Royalist Halberdier end Axeman

EC.W. 8s English Peasant with Scythe Adv

E C.W. 9s English Peasant with Pitchfork
ECW. 10s Royalist Artilleryman

E C.W. lis Roundhead Pikeman Advancing
E C VI 12s Drummer

EC.W 13s Roundhead Officer
E C.W. 14s Scottish Musketeer Firing
E C.W 15s Scottish Pikoman Advancing
E C.W. 16s Scottish Foot Officer

ECW 17s Scottish Archer Firing
E C.W. 18s Scottish Piper
EC W 19s Scot with Broadsword Attacking
EC W 20s Royalist Musketeer Carrying Mus
E C.W 21s Royalist Musketeer Priming Pan
EC W. 22s Musketeer Loading
E C.W 23s Oregoon Firing
ECW 24s Royalist Pikemsn Receiving
E C W 25s Royalist Pikeman Advancing
E C.W. 26s Roundhead Pikeman Advancing
ECW 27s Roundhead Pikeman Attacking
E C.W. 28s Royalist Officer Attacking or Adv
ECW 29s Roundhead Officer Advancing
E C.W. 30" Standard Bearer (Puritan Oress)
ECW 31s Artillerymen Firing Gun
E C.W. 32j Artilleryman with Ram
ECW 33s Artilleryman Laying Gun
E C.W. 34s Pikeman Advancing (soft hat anil
ECW 35s Pikeman Marching (soft hat and

6}p each
R Is Lansknecht Pikeman Advancing
R. 2s Lansknecht Halbordior Advancing
R. 3s lensknecht Musketeer Firing
R 4s Lensknecht Two Handed Swordan
R 5s Armoured Lansknecht Pikeman A

R 6s German Crossbowman F.ring
R 7s French Unarmourod Arguebus.or F
R. 8s Swiss Pikeman Advancing
R 9s Janissary Archer Firing
R 10s Janissary Archer Filing
R. lis Janissary Officer
R. 12s Armoured lansknecht Officer

RENAISSANCE - CAVALRY

French Mounted Arquebusier

Hungarian Hussar with Woll Skin Pel.

Ilurgundian Mounted Arguebusier

17p each

THIRTY YEARS WAR INFANTRY Gjpeach
T Y W Is Musketeer A

TY.W 2s Pikeman Rei

T.Y.W 3s Officer

T.Y W 4s Standard Be
T.Y.W 5s Drummer

TY.W 6s Halberdier A

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR CAVALRY
EC.W.C 1» Cavalier

EC.W.C. 2s Roundhead

EC.W.C. 3s Cuirassier

E C.W.C. 4s Scottish Dragoon
EC.W.C 6s Royalist Horse Trumpeter
E C W C 7s Cavalier

E C W C 8s Cuirassed Cavalier

17p each THIRTY YEARS WARCAVALRY 17p each

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR ARTILLERY 25p each

WARGAMES RULES by D. Feathestone

1750
NAPOLEONIC
AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
COLONIAL
WORLD V/AR I

20p each
plus

5p postage

ARTILLERY - VARIOUS PERIODS

MFA Is Medieval Siege Gun (Mons Meg)
MFA 2s Small Wall Gun (Pelncoe)
M F A 3s Medieval Field Gun

M.F A. 4s Small Cochorn Mortar
MFA 5s Organ Gun
MFA 6» Gabion

MFA 7s Two Fascines.

WARGAMES RULES from Research Group
ANCIENT 1000 BC to 1000 AD 70p
NAPOLEONIC 1750 to 1850 Sop
INFANTRY ACTION 1925 to 1975 SOp
ARMOUR INFANTRY 1925 to 1950 85p

IN OUR USUAL EXPANSION POLICY. WE INTRODUCE THE FIRST IN OUR NEW SERIES OF 15 mm FIGURES,
DESIGNED BY DICK HIGGS-The Poor Man's MICHAEL ANGELO. CAST IN STRIPS, WE MAKE THIS INTRODUC
TORY OFFER AT ONLY lOp per Strip. THE INFANTRY STRIP HAS 5 FIGURES. THE CAVALRY STRIP 3 FIGURES.
P. 4 P. Extra.

15/13 British Limbor Horses with Horse Artillery Riders
15/14 British Line AMIIIorymen
15/15 British Horse Artillerymen
15/15 French Line Artillerymen
15/17 French Horse Artillerymen
15/18 French Guard Foot Artillerymen
15/19 French Old Guard
15/20 French Lino Hussar Command Strip
15/101 British Field Gun
15/102 British Limber
15/103 French Field Gun
15/104 French Limber

15/1
1472 Scots Greys
IS/3 Highlanders
• S''. French Line Infantry
Ib/b British Light Infantry
15/6 British Line Infantry
15/7 Polish Lancers
15/8 French Line Hussars
15/9 French Chasseurs ol the Guar
15/10 Limber Horses (Right Side)
15/11 French Limber Horsos and Rid
15/12 British Limber Horses and Line Artillery Ride

Inlantry Strip—5 men Advancing. Cavalry Strip—3 Riders and Hor;
Infantry Command Strip—2 Officers, 2 Drummers and 1 Standard
Cavalry Command Strip—1 Officer, 1 Trumpeter and 1 Standard
Artillerymen Strip—5 Different Gun positions

TELEPHONES: SOUTHAMPTON 20855 (0703)

i Advancing

AFTER 7 p.m. WEST END 4651 (042-18

TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED

CATALOGUE 25p (Inland) 30p (Overseas) MINIMAG 15p (Nos. 4 & 5 only)

WHAT WE MADE LAST YEAR. SOME WILL MAKE THIS. BUT MOST WILL MAKE NEXT YEAR
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EDITORIAL

Time goes so quickly those days that the
Newsletter seems to come out every week in
stead of every month! My programme of events,
other than putting out this magazine, running
a physiotherapy clinic and writing books, is
so hectic that there are just not enough hours
in the day. For instance, this month alone in
addition to a weekly wargame& a meeting of the
Wessex Military Society I have been to Great
Kissendsn for a "War and Peace" weekend and,

with one weekend break, I am off next Saturday
to visit with those lively enthusiasts in
Bristol - Steve Curtis, Mike Blake and Ian
Colwell who are going to show some of us the delights of the Western Gunfight Wargame.
On top of all that, I am off with six or 3even other members of the Wessex Military
Society and some twenty-five others of the Military Historical Society on a weeks
visit with our own coach to chase around the Peninsular battlefields of Spain.

The Great Missenden weekend was one of the most enjoyable I can remember spend
ing, with David Chandler and others of the Sandhurst Instructional Staff, lecturing
en the battles of 1812 and the background to Tolstoi's novel. As you will find dis
cussed elsewhere in this magazine, there was also a long reconstruction of the Battle
of Borodino - at least that's what it wa3 called! Five of us from the Wessex Military
Society attended, meeting Charlie Wesencraft from Durham and other wargamers and
subscriber.-, to the Newsletter. One most interesting feature was the manner in which
a number of elderly ladies and gentlemen, completely unused to wargaming, 3at dogged
ly through a seven hour wargame without missing a single move!

The visit to Bristol is part of the new policy we have in Southampton of asking
specialists to give us personal teach-ins of their specialities - we have been to
Worthing and had an enjoyable day fighting to Wargames Research Rule;; and now comes
Bristol. There will be a report on this in out next issue.

The trip to Spain probably makes us the envy of the wargames world but it was
mentioned in the Newsletter and available to all at what, for this day and age, is a
very reasonable fee of £62 inclusive. Taking our own coach with an English driver
(the same one as we had in Brussels last year) we are going over on the Bilbao ferry,
down to Madrid via Burgos, then to Toledo, Avila besides looking over (under David
Chandler's supervision) the battlefields of Salamanca and Talavera with others in
cluded if time allows. More about that later too!

I am delighted to announce the arrival of a mosI important new wnrgamer, pro
duced by Neville and Vera Dickinson of Miniature Figurines (without the aid of Dick
Higgs or any other designer) a son David. Congratulations and may all his dice fall
sixes!

DON FEATHERSTONE

Subscription Rates:- £2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#.00 l» J«S.A.
£6.20 in Canada - including Bank Handling Charge;.

WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER is edited and published from:-

69 Hill Lane, Southampton, Hampshire, England, SOI 5AD



FIRING INTO

THE BROWN!

NEW WARS FOR WAHGAMERS

THE WARS OF THE ROSES (1455-1485)

The power struggle that developed in England
between the H0use of Lancaster (The Red Rose) and
the rival House of York (The White Rose) flared
into open warfare at St. Albans in 1455. The war
ebbed and flowed with each side being successful
in turn. There were 18 relatively major battles
during the period of the war, the most important being Barnet, Tewkesbury and the
last battle of Bosworth Field in 1485 when the throne was won by the Earl of Richmond
who became Henry VII, adopting the red and white rose and establishing the Tudor
dynasty. Although mainly fought by knights, men-at-arms and archers, the slow
tactical revolution went on throughout thi3 war as improved weapons of gunpowder were
introduced. At one stage the Lancastrian party regarded as an atrocity that the
Yorkists were "traitorously ranged in Bataille ... their Cartes, with Gonnes, set
before their Batailles." This would indicate that wheeled and manoeuverable cannon
was being used in the Wars of the Roses although aiming devices were almost unknown
and the recoil of the guns was 3till a most disturbing problem.

OBSERVING SOLDIERS CAUGHT RED-HANDED - SAIGON (AP) - Two soldiers dressed in
South Vietnamese uniforms and travelling in a government jeep with a radio were
stopped at a checkpoint Monday at Dong Ha on the northern battle front. An investi
gation after they were taken prisoner showed they were North Vietnamese forward
artillery observers riding around and casually calling in fire on South Vietnamese
positions, field reports said.

*******

A significant tactical development of the 18th century was the organisation and
employment of light infantry, first coming to the fore during the War of the Austrian
Succession when the Au3tro-Hungarian commanders had to adapt the border skirmishing
with the Turks of the Hungarian Light Infantry to suit the style of fighting against
the Prussians and the French. Later in the century, the style of Light Infantry
fighting was more clearly defined during the Wars in the American Colonies.

*******

HINT OF THE MONTH by A.K.Smith.

Here is the new Physical Fitness chart I use:-

Fresh - 0-8 min. 0

Tired - 9-14
Exhausted 15-25 max. 25

Each move (if resting) -1
c/c Movement during move +1
Charge move +10
Melee per move +5
Firing Hi (in general 6 figures or more firing: maybe ^)
Being fired upon +1 (in general, 6 figures or 4 guns firing on you*)

fNote: 1 gun figure represents a company of 6 guns.

(i) These values are not changed until the very end of the move, but before
throwing for post-melee morale.

(ii) Change moves may only be initiated when fresh, except when pursuing a
broken enemy.

Read and re-read the Campaigns of Alexander, Hannibal, Caesar, Gustavus
Adolphus, Turenne, Eugene and Frederick; take them for your model, that is the only
way of becoming a great captain, to obtain the secrets of the art of war.

"Napoleon's War Maxims"



Quest Writer of the Month.
BORODINO '73 - A Battle Report. (But not a very loud one).

by

Charlie Wesencraft

(There are a number of really first-class blokes around in the wargaming world
- and most of t'>em seem to live at the ether end of the country so that we meet ail-
too rarely. Perhaps that is why we think so much of each other! Anyhow, I only see
Charlie about once a year and in 1973 it was at Groat Missenden where it was re
vealed that he has lost none of his enthusiasm, friendliness, knowledge and capacity
for beer! Up in Durham, Charlie is industriously propagating wargaming by frequent
talks and demonstrations to schools and clubs. Editor.)

In all its long history Great Missenden Abbey in Buckinghamshire has never wit
nessed such an event. Over fifty wargamers and would-be wargamcrs had gathered to
gether from all par land - there was even one from Paris! There were seven
ladies present including a grandmother who remembered playing wargames on the floor
with her broth . . .Wells rules and had in her time visited Custers Indian
battlefields and th rial Bucket of Blood Saloon and another lady who asked me
in muted tones, at the height of the wargame "What are Infantry?" I explained that
they were the ones without the horses "Well then, what are the Light Infantry?"
"The plastic figures, madam" I answered, not wishing to offend.

You may be won: at all this has to do with the Battle of Borodino. Act
ually, the battle was to be merely the highlight of a very full weekend spent study
ing "War and Peace" a: throu yes of the Department of War Studies,
Sandhurst. The course was directed by David Chandler, assisted by Mr. A. Brett-
James; Dr. C..I.Duffy and Mr.M.J.Orr. Three of been the military ad
visors to the recent B.B.C. series.

Throughout a weekend when the head barely touched the oillow, we were led
through the 1812 CampaJ . I ITolstoi's motives for writing his book; fought
olow by blow through fcual battle; examined maps of Russia printed in 1812 and
arguea out the tactics with magnificent hindsight. Oh, what Napoleon could have
done with U3! (Shot the lot probably!)

The piece de :• . was a wargame version of the battle itself that lasted
all Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning. The Russians were led by a one-eyed
Kutusov, sometimes known as Don Featherstone (the other eye was focused on the rules
which one felt he never quite understood). He was ably assisted by a team, more en
thusiastic than skilful, all willing to hold back the French. One stout fellow in
his early sixties, who had never seen a wargames table in his life, was Dromoted
General on the field in honour of his fantastic dice throwing. You could tell I was
on the Russinn side by the snow on my boots!

The French were led by Sandhun ti ' Michael Orr, who wishes to remain anonymous.
Sandhurst rules wen used and the Umpire was Sandhursts' David Chandler. In spite
or all this they proved to be perfect gentlemen and did not stop us winning - or
perhaps it was because our team sat up most of the night plotting and planning after
wo had seen the Impiro and Napoleon retire with a bottle of whisky - or it may have
been our six-throwing genius!

Being Sandhurst trained, the French tried to put into effect the right flanking
SlSSh'+hl^ffS ?4 1"°n " thS r'-'al °ne -by HarShal Bavout« but bein6 truly
1 v ^ H :'"°f' " homc nS we hadn,t dually attacked them first.itie only time the stiff upper lip slipped was when Don offered Napoleon a mint which

Knfc^tafJj £*« tht- h\78\ue!r* to ?8k if lt W0S P0i3On*<3! Don was most takenback, but it was noticeable that for the rest of the game Napoleon played with his
nand_inside his waistcoat, resting upon his stomach. Then Don almost blotted his
copyoook by firing a howitzer et Napoleon, but fortunately only threw a one, so most
players failed to notice.'.



Apart from the mint, a glorious touch of flavour was added to the terrain by
placing a peeled onion on top of the church tower in Borodino village, to make it
look really Russian. This eventually caught fire - the church, not the onion, but
it was never quite resolved as to whether the rules said that the French should
evacuate the church or would they have been drawn back by the smell of the cooking

onion.

A scale of one figure to every five-hundred - no, its not a misprint - was used
and we were all most cheered when 500 Generals fell leading a massive French cavalry
charge. (This was when we promoted our stout friend).

By the end of the game the French had lost 100 points (50,000 men) whilst the
Russians had lost 73 (36,000). (Real battle - French 30,000; Russians 44,000). The
Russians still held their entire front, Napoleon still held his stomach, the stout
fellow still held his one-sided dice and I held that it had been a tremendous week

end.

The last I saw of Don he had his back to a wall, with a young enthusiast asking
him for rules for Samurai! Again, this has nothing to do with 1812, but when war-
gamers gather, all history is their oyster.

Thank you Tolstoi, thank you David Chandler and team for a job well done.

MAKE
YOUR OWN
ARMY X

A 7.7 cm FELD KAHONE c.96 n/a

by

Colin Byrne

Source: Airfix R.H.Artillery W.W.I

Remove all shaded parts.

1. Remove upper barrel, replace
with cocktail stick. Cut hole in shield

above upper barrel.

2. Remove breech and replace with
^4 piece of stick balsa wood.

3. Remove block holding axle leav
ing rest of gun intact. Cut off part of
shield, if shield is bent straighten.

4. Remove trail and replace with

axle, when dry glue

one of stick balsa.
RsitrcVt Shorted poKls

5. Glue cocktail stick to front of shield below barrel
(b) on top of axle one on each side.

6. Add seats (c) to trail on both sides up near join with rest of gun. Add
(c) to top of shield. Add two plates (d) to either side of shield at edge just above
axle. Add.piece of wire to end of trail. Shovels can be added to inside of shield.

Painting: Field Grey, (b) and seat of (c) khaki or grey, brown, ochre and green
broken by black lines.

Source of Information: German Artillery 1914-1918, Almark.
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Phoenix Model Developments Ltd. ^HfJrj
Producers of Miniature Historic Figures &Scale Models etc. V&90r

25 mm FIGURES

(Foul Figures I per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Mors I per pack I

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD (BRITISH)
BN/5 LineInfantry At the ready
BN/6 Line Infantry Advancing
BN/7 LineInfantry Standingfiring
BN/8 lane Infantry Kneeling read?
BN/9 line Infantry Officer
BN/14 Light Infantry At the ready
BN/15 Ughl Infantry Advancing
BN/16 Ughl Infantry Standing firing
BN/1 7 Ughl Infantry Kneeling ready
BN/18 Ughl Infantry Officer
BN/19 Rifle Regiment At the ready
BN/20 Rifle Regiment Advancing '
BN/21 Rifle Regiment Sundingfiring
B.N/22 Rifle Regiment Kneeling ready
BN/23 Rifle Regiment Officer
BN/24 King.. German Legion Hussar m
BN/25 IJght Dragoon Trooper mounte
B.N/26 Scot). Greys Trooper mounted
BN/27 Scots Greys Officer mounted
BN/28 Household Cavalry Troopci
BN/29 Heavy Dragoons Trooper n

nted

ted

NAI'Ol.F.ONIC: PERIOD (FRENCH)
NF/1 Old Guard Grenadier At the ready

Old Guard Grenadier Advancing
Old Guard Grenadier Standing firing
Middle/Young Guard At the ready
Middle/Young Guard Advancing
Middle/Young Guard Standing firing ""
Imperial Guard Officer
Line Infantry Fusilier At the ready
Line Infantry Fusilier Advancing
Line Infantry Fusilier Standing firing
Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grcnadicr At the ready
Line Infantry Voltigeur/Grcnadicr Advancing
Line Infantry Volligeur/Grcnadier Standing firing
Line Infantry Officer
Light Infantry Voltigcur/Carahinicr At the ready
Ughl Infantry Voltigcur/CarabinicrAdvancing
Light Infantry Volligcur/Carabinicr Standing firing
Light Infantry Officer
Fool Dragoon At the ready-
Fool Dragoon Advancing
Fool Dragoon Standing firing
Foot Dragoon Officer
Lancer of the Imperial Guard
(Lancenot supplied)

NF/30 Dragoon Trooper mountec
NF/31 Dragoon Officer mounted
NF/32 Dragoon Trumpeter mounted,
NF/33 Cuirrassicr mounted

ARTILLERY PIECES

For 25 mm Figures

A/4 9 pdr British Field gun (Napoleonic period)
A/5 8 pdr French Field gun (Napoleonic period)

NF/2
NF/3
NF/7
NF/8
NF/9

NF/10
NF/11

NF/I2
NF/13
NF/14
NF/I5

NF/16
NF/17
NF/21
NF/22
NF/23
NF/24

NF/2S
NF/26
NF/2 7
NF/28
NF/29

SIM

25 mm FIGURES

(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack

BRITISH COLONIAL CAMPAIGNS
(Sudan Expedition 1898)

IIC/I British Line Infantry At the
IIC/2 British Line Infantry Advancing
BC/3 British Line Infantry Standing firing
BC/4 British Line Infantry Kneeling ready
1IC/5 British Line Infantry Officer
BC/6 Highland Infantry At the ready
BC/7 Highland Infantry Advancing
BC/8 Highland Infantry Standing firing
BC/9 Highland Infantry Kneeling ready
BC/IO Highland Infantry Officer
BC/1 1 British Lancer (Lance no
BC/12 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Running
BC/13 'Fuzzy Wuzzys' Advancil
BC/14 Dervish Standing firing
BC/15 Dervish Advancing
BC/16 Dervish Cavalryman

20 mm FIGURES
(Foot figures 4 per pack)
(2 Cavalrymen and 2 Horses per pack

ENGUSH CIVIL WAR PERIOD
EP/3 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/4 Pikeman (Pike not supplied)
EP/5 Musketeer (Hal)
EP/6 Musketeer (Helmet)
EP/9 Cromwcllian Officer mount.-
EP/10 Royalist Officer mou
EP/IIA Cromwcllian Troopa
EP/IIB Royalist Trooper mo
EP/12 Drummer
EP/13 Artillery crew
EP/14 Dragoon dismounted
IIP/15 Dragoon mounted

'MARLBOROUGH' PERIOD
MP/2 Grenadier Standing

Grenadier Advan
Grenadier Advan
Musketeer Loading
Musketeer Standing
Musketeer Standing firing
Musketeer Kneeling firing
Musketeer At the ready-
Artillery crew
Dragoon mounted
Cavalryman mounted
General/Officer mounted
Grenadier mounted

MP/4
MP/7
MP/10
MP/1 I
MP/12
MP/13
MP/14
MP/20
MP/21
MP/22
MP/23

MP/24 Grenadier mounted Hen

ARTILLERY PIECES

for 20 mm Figures

A/1 6 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/2 9 pdr Field Piece ('Marlborough' period)
A/3 Saker(English Civil War)

ady

Infantry packs •29p
Cavalry packs -33p
Cannons: 20mm-40p 25mnv44p

U.K.Post & Packing Rates
up lo -50p •9p £f26 to £8-00 - -30p
•51p lo £1-25 - 16p over £800- post free

Catalogue
•15p post paid (U.K.only)
•50p post paid (Overseas
airmail)

The Square. Earls Barton, Northampton, England. Telephone Northampton 810612



SOLO WARGAMING
by Donald Featherstone

SOLO-rVARGAMING OPENS MANY DOORS TO INGENIOUS AND PRACTICAL

METHODS OF DOING BATTLE WITH MODEL SOLDIERS, DEMONSTRATING

HO,; TABLE-TOP BATTLES CAN BE FOUGHT EVEN WITHOUT A LIVE

OPPONENT. IT DESCRIBES INNUMERABLE METHODS OF MANOEUVRING

TWO ARMIES rVITH SUCH STRATEGIC SKILL AND UNDER SUCH

CONDITIONS OF SECRECY AND SURPRISE THAT THE RESULT OF THE

BATTLE IS IN THE BALANCE UNTIL THE LAST CANNON IS FIRED.

WITH THE AID OF THIS BOOK THE ENTHUSIASTIC BUT LONELY

WARGAMER WILL FIND HOURS OF PLEASURE IN HIS SOLITARY STATE.

19? pages, 48 pages of plates plus line drawings, -€2.40
Published by Kaye & Ward, 21 New Street, London, EC2M 4NT



INDIVIDUAL WARGAMING

by Ian M. Colwill

I often find myself reading a battle report in the Newsletter and thinking, "Well, that was
pleasant reading but what has it got to do with Wargames? What did it tell me?" This
was particularly true of January's battle report by Mike Blake and Steve Curtis on the
Incident at Peseto Grande. Mike certainly wrote a stirring narrative and Steve spiced
it with a certain "Western" flavour (I'm sure he actually thinks in a Texan drawl!) but
it was biased - I did a lot better as the U.S. Cavalry - and seriously, it did not fulfil its
primary purpose of introducing the reader to individual wargaming. There was a little
relevant information on the first page but after that, except for a slight lapse on the
second page, it was unrelieved story - and a violent one at that - which will have
probably confused those who know the Western Gunfight Rules but have not yet seen our
Colonial Skirmish Rules, and mystified those few individuals who haven't seen the
Gunfight Rules or even heard of Individual Wargaming.

Possibly I should, therefore, start at the beginning. It's all Steve Curtis's fault
really! He is (and he admits it) a "Western nut" and his enthusiasm and persistence
draws unsuspecting individuals, like Mike Blake and myself, under his evil influence.
Originally, he wanted to do the OK Corral with 54mm cowboys and Britain's buildings -
no more, no less. We would write rules for that game alone and that would be it.
Since then we've published three sets of rules, both Mike and I have come near to

losing our wives, and we've started (or rather helped to precipitate) a move towards
Individual Wargaming.

Individual wargames are games fought between two or possibly three sides with the
number of players regulated only by the number of figures on the table. As each

figure on the table represents one man and, in battle terminology, is effectively a
"unit", one player operating one "unit", with about six "units" on each side, is a
definite possibility, which we have tried with hilarious, yet effective and real istic,

results. But normally one or two players command each side which can consist of
anything from one to about twenty-five figures (although we have successfully used
seventy figures on one side). The games played represent close range engagements,
clashes between scouts and natives, heroic last stands, shoot-outs, section-level

combats - the possibilities are as endless as the players' imaginations. They take

place over a very short period of time - unreal istically short periods of time - but

provide a good and exciting game.

The most important aspect of the game is that one figure on the table represents one
man and that each man is given individual characteristics. In the Western Gunfight
Rules a man's abilities in fighting and firing shoulder arms and handguns are

represented. In the Colonial Skirmish Rules it is his meleeing and firing abilities
that are represented. Each man is also classified as either a Professional/Veteran,
an Average, or a Novice. This rating represents his experience. In the Gunfight
Rules it determines his speed at drawing a gun and reloading; in the Colonial Rules

it determines the speed of his reactions to certain circumstances. To emphasise the
level of individuality achieved, each man is usually given a name, Capt. Jones,

Pte Peter Smith, but ignorance of languages usually leads to native forces, e.g. Zulus,
being given, rather unceremoniously, different numbers, to aid identification.

In essence, although we were not aware of this at the outset, the rules used to play these
games, are a time and motion study of what a highly athletic man can do when the
adrenalin is flowing! All movements and actions possible to man had to be covered and
of necessity the time scale had to be considered in terms of seconds. At first we had

a time scale of one game move representing two and a half seconds, the time a single
action revolver could fire three snap shots. This explains why that two and a half
seconds was split into three phases in the Gunfight Rules. Initially we anticipated

that a figure would carry out only one move rate in the game move, but, as we began to
realise that it was a time and motion study with actions flowing from game move to
game move, this changed and the phase became all important. Thus the fixed three
phase game move began to prove clumsy and led to situations which sometimes stretch
ed the rules beyond breaking point. Hence in the Colonial Rules we have moved to a



one phase game move (a phase represents a very short period of time, just over a second)
and the player has to indicate what each man is doing that game move. This has to be
carefully recorded if the game is to work. To some this may sound clumsy and time
consuming, particularly to Ancient wargamers who have never fought anything but
Research Group rules, but it is in fact, standard practice in almost any wargame and,
with the one phase game move, these instructions are rarely more than Walk/Double/
Walk & draw gun/Aim/Fire,etc.

The introduction of a percentage system in the Colonial Rules also necessitated a one
phase game move. As anyone who has bought or seen the first and second editions of
the Western Gunfight Rules will know, we have constantly been searching for a way to
achieve casualties as simply as possible. The Gunfight system was based on a graph
scale of Firing Factor v Target Factor, modified by a dice throw. The system works but
it is a little bit too predictable and is time wasting as it involves working through shopping
lists of factors to gain the final result. Percentage/Decimal Dice eliminate this. There
is a basic percentage chance of hitting certain types of target and a man's actual chance
of hitting is determined by his ability and the type of firing he is using - aimed or snap
firing. Once he has his actual chance, the player has only to throw the dice to see if
his man misses, or hits,and if so where. The chance is a calculated one and the 20-
sided dice give no bias to any numbers. So it is a real chance throw. Moreover, it is
a lot more simple and, from a purely practical point of view, the possibility of throwing
1 to 100 has enabled us to enlarge the number of wounds and introduce different severities
of wound.

For those who have not seen an individual game, I should possibly explain. Just as a
unit in a battle game suffers casualties and men or figures are removed, so our "units"
(one man) suffer casualties but they incur wounds which will prejudice their firing and
fighting ability and possibly put them out of the game for a few phases at least. As
such, casualties are a lot more important and so the greater the variety of results, the
better. Thus the wounds can range from dead to a slight head wound.

One thing the rules don't lay as much emphasis on as other battle rules is morale. The
surrender rules in the Colonial Rules do try to impose some morale effect but on the
whole it is ignored. There are no tests to see if men charge or whether they rout. This
is because the game time is so short, rarely more than one minute, that few individuals
get time to react in the morale sense. If men were going to run away they would prob
ably have done it before the game! In practice, we have found that the players themselves
inflict morale on their figures. Their own personalities are reflected in the way they use
their men and the game is so personalised that this comes out through the figures on the
table. For example, a British player, who has a novice private, with a low melee
ability but average firing ability, as the sole survivor on a section of wall which is being
attacked by Zulus, will, unless the situation is really desperate, desert the wall and
fall back on a main redoubt which needs as many men as possible to defend it. As the
British are invariably better at shooting Zulus (or any tribesmen) than actually fighting
them, the intelligent British player spends his time avoiding melee at all costs and
withdrawing to get yet another shot in. As it takes three phases to reload and Zulus
cover thirteen and a half yards in that time (one inch represents one yard) one can
appreciate the tension of any withdrawal.

A further reason for not imposing morale tests is the difficulty of assessing how an indiv
idual will react to the myriad situations which can occur in an individual game. In a
draft set of rules we did try to impose morale but the rules for this alone ran to eight pages
and imposed ridiculous reactions at the wrong times. In the interests of playability we
decided to drop them and the games are certainly much better without them.

The major problem, in making rules of this type, is in maintaining playability whilst
trying to attain a high level of realism. War-games are just that and, when the game
comes to a point where it is so difficult and unenjoyable that it cannot be played
satisfactorily, then it ceases to be a game. Thus, while we tried to make the rules as
realistic as possible, we were constantly playing games to check the playability aspect
vVc found, for example, that there was, in colonial games, a fine balance between the
Europeans' rate of fire (which depends on the speed of reloading) and their survival.
l;c ,-elcading rates were reduced to the fastest possible time in the interests of the



game. Similarly, delay would, in reality, have occurred but we make no provisions

for imposing delay on the players. Delay is possible in games if both players decide
to be cautious - in one of the Convention finals I umpired there was more delay than play-
but most players rush their men around like supermen and get shot for their pains. Our
only attempt to build in delay in the Colonial Rules is in the reaction to circumstances
and this makes novices a real liability (as you'll be aware if you re-read the battle
report).

The Colonial Rules and the Western Gunfight Rules, both use an order system similar
to that used by the Research Group, but they also contain an opportunity for direct verbal

orders, instructions, or exchange. In such a personalised game speech cannot be ignored
and the battle report shows how important a role it played in that game. Realistically,
we should have estimated how many syllables could be spoken in a second but its easier
to say three words. Similarly we don't force native troops, e.g.Zulus, Chinese, Apaches
or Afghans, to use their native tongue in verbal exchanges! However, in a recent

Napoleonic skirmish between British and French, we were able to transmit to the British

player the orders being shouted by a French sergeant, in French!

Individual fighting, particularly in the final stages of a conflict, is much the same in

any period. The weapons may change but the men are the same. Ted Herbert once

fought a Colonial 20mm battle (reported in the Newsletter) with the Research Group
Ancient Rules on the basis that natives were essentially barbarians and Europeans were

regular. In reverse the Colonial Skirmish Rules, covering the period 1850-1900,
include a large range of melee and firing weapons, from club to fixed bayonet, sword
and lance, or bow and spear to matchlock, musket and breech loading, bolt action
rifles. With them we have fought, besides many colonial conflicts, an American War
of Independence skirmish (French and Indians v Rogers Rangers); a Western; and a
Napoleonic skirmish.

The latter used the 54mm "Action Pack" figures (which paint up nicely) but could equally
well have been fought with ordinary 25mm troops or, ideally, the new Minifig 30mm
Napoleonic troops. In that game, a force of eleven Imperial Guardsmen and a line gun
and crew assaulted a ruin (the excellent Airfix "Strongpoint" suitably converted) held by
six valiant Coldstream Guardsmen. With men taking eighteen phases to load it was a
case (as it was historically) of moving up, firing, and then, in with the bayonet. The
final melee was a bloody affair but the French were triumphant.

It should not be impossible to do Ancient, Medieval and Modern skirmishes with only
slight modifications to the rules and this is what we are working on at the moment.
Then it will be possible to do a Pictish attack on a Milefort or a jungle encounter between
Japanese and Australians. Moreover, as Britains are producing 54mm Turks (I4th-15th
century) the mind runs riot. We believe that with the Colonial Skirmish Rules, we have
found a very simple system (despite initial appearances it is ridiculously simple) and we
hope to use it as our basis for other rules.

A final point - why fight skirmishes? The immediate reaction is - why not? They are as
much a wargame as any other, including manoeuvring, firing and fighting, but on a more
personal scale. The games can be very quick and can be played by any number of players.
They need minimum capital outlay since twenty figures a side is a big game! Even the
most reluctant painter should be able to produce a force and he can fight in either 20, 25,
30 or 54mm scale. Two boxes of Airfix figures, say Arabs and Foreign Legion, provide
more than enough figures for a game (one box of Foreign Legion does, as a matter of fact,
provide three "armies" and there's still a surplus). For the individual who likes to dabble
at conversion but abhores the prospect of doing the same conversion twenty-four times,
this type of game is perfect, as ideally, each man should be different. Finally, for those
who have never tried it, it makes a nice change, it's different and, above all, enjoyable.

ADVERTISING IUTUS IN THIS MAGAZINE

Pull page ... £6.00 (#16.00). Quarter page ... £1.50p ($4.00).
Half pa/ze ... £3-00 (#8.00). Eighth page ... 75p (#2.00

Classified adverts lp (2 cents) per word.
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KH HINCHLIFFE MODELS
MELTHAM. HUDDERSFIELD, HD7 JNX, ENGLAND

25 mm RANGE:

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC (BN)

BN12 Light Infantry—kneohng lir.ng
BN19 Rilloman—kneeling liting
BN31 Highland Ensign—with colour

PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC (PN)

PN3 N.C.O with colours

ANCIENT RANGE:
ANCIENT ROMAN (AR)

ARI2 Barbarian Svnnachiariul
AR16 Byjantmo heavy infantry

ANCIENT GREEK CAVALRY (AOC)
AGCI Companion cavalryman
AGC2 Dahao hotio archer

PALMYRIAN CAVALRY (PAC)
PAC1 Caraphracl
PAC2 Regular light cavalry

ANCIENT BRITONS (AB)
AB1 Slmger
AB3 Javehnman

ANCIENT HOUSES (AH)
AH6 Hun pony—head up
AII7 Medium cavalry horse

GUN• 54 mm BRITISH NAPOLEONIC

TEAM AND RIDERS •
6 OR 4 HORSE TEAM

An inffnito variety of positions can bo obtained—Intor-changoable Uottt and rider po;
heads and (ails irucr-changtjarjlo. odors heads ore precise fit plug-in (vpe Separate 51
saddles, etc.

H/G Near wheol horse H/J Off centre horse
H/H Off wheel horse H/K Near lead horse
H/l Near centro horso H/L Off load horse

R1 British Napoleonic Driver. Royal Corps of Drivers— Both hands

H2 British Napoleonic Driver. Royal Corps of Drivers— Right arm
extended with whip

R3 British Napoleonic Driver. Royal Corps of Drivers—Hall turned
in saddle

HORSES £1.20 EACH RIDERS 90p EACH

ALSO AVAILABLE—WW! HARNESSED

TEAM—£1.20 PER HORSE

Catalogue available 30p Irom your retailer. 33p

direct. Trade enquiries welcomed.

WARSHIPS

1/1200 Scale Die Cant Metal Wato.-line Models-.

Tri-.-.m.T Kinic Shins: Painted and Assembled

At never to be repeated r-rices

Cr.uiF.er H.M.S. Superb
Battle Class Destroyers

Daring Class Destroyers
Vigilant Class Frigates
Whitby Class Frigates
Ton Class Minesweepers

Post and Packing 2|-p per item. Over £5 Pont Free. S.A.E. for list of Ships and
Harbour Installations.

Napoleonic WARCAMES FIGURES by S.E.G.O.K.

What you have always; wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct
anatomical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm
scale. Make a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of France Mounted - British Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot Figures 7&P each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 2Cp each.

17b

12*p
L2|p
late

Cavalry Standard B.-arers 25p each.

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LISTS FREE

Specialists in Military Miniatures

S College Square North, Belfast I1T1 6AS Telephone: BELFAST 43699



READERS' FORUM ¥OUWBrTE
TO US

"We all enjoyed a great trip to California last summer. I managed to cover a
few places of military interest although this was mostly to National Parks. Did get
to see the following - Civil War Battlefield at Lexington, Mo.; U.S.Air Force Museum
at Dayton, Ohio; Fort Point, San Francisco, Calif; Fort Tejon, Calif, (pre C.W.);
San Diego Naval Base where we toured the LSD USS Thornaston as guests of the captain.

However, from a wargamers view I should say the high point was having a cup of
coffee with Jack Scruby at his plant in Viaalia. I took along my 10 year old son
Michael who was suitably impressed. Very pleasant although Jack was at the time in
the midst of moving and so very busy. Bought a set of Jeff Davis Mississippi Rifles
to commemorate the event. My N6 outfit will be training at a Virginia site this
summer so should see some Civil War stuff."

Terry McGurk of Connecticut, U.S.A.

*****

"My academic interests are with Early American (and parallel British) history
and accounts for some of my fervour. I have started a listing of wargamers of this
era either as primary or secondary periods. I request name, address, description of
collection, information for exchange and anything else of note, plus about 40 cents
US to cover postage and reproduction of lists. This covers ali supplementary lists
also. If there is any particular subject you would like covered in "Wargamer's News
letter" I have access to a large University library plus an extensive one of my own.
I will gladly do such an article, without duplication in another periodical. I am
really interested in making hard to find information available."

Stephen E.Haller, 311-A S. Poplar St., Oxford, Ohio 45056.

XX MX*

"I very much enjoyed Don Houghton's article. If he is worried about the Innis-
killings, he should see the troubles I have had with the Buffs!

I agree with Stephen Reed's remarks on playability. It is only too bad that
those who come forward with new ideas on rules are so often regarded as upstarts. A
case in point is the article by Gary Gygax discussing an article by Robert W.Jones.
I am familiar with Mr. Jones' set of rules, Le Jeu de la Guerre, and I find them very
well thought out and very logical. I align myself with Mr.Jones on this question of
national differences-prejudice. If the British infantry of 1812 were supermen, what
does that make Andrew Jackson and his sons of the pioneers?"

Justin M.Nicholson of Louisville.

*****

"This last year I have been more interested in board games - Avalon Hill type -
than with table games. 1 constructed a large board with a hex grid on a map of Spain,
and re-fought (with myself) the whole of the Peninsular War, using pieces of Brigade
strength. I had a great deal of trouble devising rules to handle the peculiarities
of the Spanish armies - the fact that they could scarcely be wiped out, but only dis
persed for a moderate period of time. Of course, this took only a fraction of my
time - for I had to read the whole of 'Oman'.

I have recently played the Avalon Hill game FRANCE 1940 and the corresponding
Guidon game DUNKIRK. If anyone you meet wants to know which is the better, I can
say definitely that DUNKIRK is unplayable - too many pieces, too many moves required
- whereas FRANCE 1940 is quite fascinating, and provided some of the optional rules
are omitted, can be played in about 4 hours. Hot your cup of tea, I know."

Robin Morson of Farnham.

*****

"I would like to say how much I enjoy your magazine. Strangely enough I do not
now wargame with miniatures, nor have I ever. Even so, I find every issue fascinat
ing, and usually useful. My main interests have been 54mm miniatures and boardgames,
but it looks like you will soon have me into miniatures, once I get back to the U.S.
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in September (which will be bad news for my bank account)."
Robert E. Culbertson Jr., USAID Guatemala, APO New York 09891.

*******

"Considering that I am virtually a layman when it comes to wargaming, having
delved thrice into bare table-top battles, with the board covered in confusing chalk
marks denoting roads, river, etc., and a copy of "Wargames" for Spion Kop, that has
to be thumbed through briskly on the point of an argument, upsetting a cavalry divi
sion of eight dashing hussars, who were just about to go careering down it's 'slopes',
I find that learning the rules is, of course, no use unless I can really understand
them!!!

With this in mind, I would like to draw your attention to the fine display of
facts and figures in Appendix I of Philip Barker's Rules for World War II (Normandy)
wargames. This, to me, is certainly the most intriguing and mentally demanding of
all the "Wargames Eras" and as I have no working knowledge of tanks or guns,
calibres or muzzle velocity, it is quite hard to appreciate which tank gun is better
than the next, and so on, even after going carefully through the Appendix, helped by
a score of library books, each it seems, telling a different story.

So, I appeal to any kind wargamer, if possible, for a list of guns in order of
merit, or perhaps the name of a book that would give me this, along with maximum
ranges, etc. As far as the Appendix is concerned, I find it hard to believe that
the 6-pdr Sabot was better than the U.S. 90mm, German L.70 and L.56 and what is more
important the British 75mm, which later Churchill tanks were equipped with, after
scrapping the 6-pdr, on the earlier marks. It certainly seems mo3t confusing. Where
does the short 75mm (L24) come in comparison with the 50mm (L60)? and shouldn't the

on the Tiger I be more than a match for the Soviet 85mm?

I would like to mention the Armour Protection lists, and please ask why the
turrets of Tiger I and Panther have not been mentioned, what about armour on the
rear of the tanks, and why is there no mention of the hull sides of the Churchill 7
and Centurian tanks, and in fact most important, how do the Crusaders and Lee/Grants
compare with others for armour protection?

Lastly, after reading scores of books and still not finding answers to the
above questions, I am finally stumped by the term "Hull Down" - Please, Please tell
me what it means, everyone seems to use it, but with no explanation.

Well, thanks for being patient, sorry the letter is so long and drawn out - I
hope you can help!!!"

Brian Gregory of Yelverton, South Devon.

*******

"I shall take this opportunity to say what excellent value I find the News
letter; I, for one, would willingly pay a few more pence per copy which would, I
imagine, make a considerable difference in meeting rising production costs. While
opinions may differ on the merits of some of the articles in the Newsletter, the
great thing about it is that it is a Newsletter for the whole Wargaming worH, which
is something that no other magazine has succeeded in becoming, though I can think
of at least one with such pretensions.

On the subject of conventions, the problem seems to me to be a result of the
way the venue is decided. The prime requirements for a convention are good facili
ties (which are not available everywhere in the wargaming world), accessibility
from the point of those travelling to the convention (which certainly doe3 not
apply to the whole wargaming world, e.g. Dundee), and finally a good committee of
organisers (there is no reason to believe that wargaming ability is associated with
organising talent) with plenty of support (a team only requires a few individuals).
The present method of allocating next year's convention to the winning team does not
ensure any of these.

It seems to me that the only way out of this is to have a National Body (poss
ibly under the auspices of the National Wargames Association, if that ever gets off
the ground, possibly not) which would meet at the convention to decide where the
next one would be held and who should hold it. Such a body would be in the posi
tion to base its decision on the factors that I have mentioned. It should invite
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applications from clubs or associations of clubs. It would be able to insist that
all applicants provided details of their plans if they wished to be considered.
These details would include the nature of the accommodation proposed, the events
and categories of competition proposed, the sets of rules that it was proposed to
use, and some indication of the support the application had amongst the local clubs
and their members. Obviously such a system will act against the chances of small
clubs in out of the way places, but I think it is open to question whether such can
ever hope to organise a successful Convention, be the organisers ever so dedicated
and efficient.

While the above tend to be counsels of perfection, I do think that it is very
important that continuity is maintained in this year's Convention, and that every
thing possible is done to ensure this is a success. It seems to me that while
there is some doubt about the wisdom of holding the Convention again in Leicester,
it is not very helpful for Birmingham to have a rival event at the same time.
Despite the tone of Mr. Groombridge"s reply in the February Newsletter to Phil
Barker's article, I hope that it will be possible for the organisers of the rival
events to come to a compromise, if only for the sake of those of us who might wish
to attend them. Perhaps you would be prepared to offer your own good services to
aid such a reconciliation?"

John Horris of University of Warwick.

*******

"While I am writing may I make one or two observations on points raised in
recent copies of the Newsletter? You said some time ago that wargamers were very
lucky to have available to them models of the quality of Miniature Figurines,
Hinchliffe and those designed by the late Les Higgins and I would like to add a
very hearty endorsement to this. There may well be other models on the market
(apart from the very, very expensive ones) which are good but my collection is con
fined to the figures of these three and I think that for imaginative design, variety
and good value for money they are unbeatable. The slight discrepancy in relative
scales which many of your correspondents have noted can be overcome by confining
Hinchliffe models for instance to one particular period. I was recently tempted by
an advertisment (not in the Newsletter) to buy a few pounds worth of Ancient figures
of a firm that shall be nameless to add to the excellent P.8 range of Minifigs and
was horrified at their poor quality. They were indistinct, disfigured by flashing
and so badly cast as hardly to be solid models at all. They wort.- so flat as to be
classified really as 'half-round'. I had the heart neither to paint them or to put
them on the shelves with Minifigs and the rest. One day I shall melt them down and
try my hand at some casting!

At Christmas I bought "Decline and Fall" the new boardgame and I should like
to pay a wholly unsolicited tribute to the designers. It is in my opinion a far
better game than "Diplomacy" to which in some ways it bears a slight resemblance.
It is also far better than the longer and more complex (and duller) boardgarr.es
available from the States. It reduces the conditions surrounding the crucial years
of the Empire before and after the fall of Rome with considerable historical
accuracy. It is for four players and does not take more than a couple of hours if
played briskly. I played on Boxing Day with two Doctors of Philosphy and a Classics
scholar with a particular interest in Ancient history. I took the Roman Empire and
the game in fact ended prematurely as I grew over-confident after playing the
Barbarians off against one another and raised a Hun Federate army in Byzantium,
threw the dreaded six and found that they had turned traitor! The Eastern Empire
collapsed before the Goths made it to Rome but one and all agreed that it was an
excellent and instructive game. I thoroughly commend it to wargamers."

A.J.Mitchell of Woldingham, Surrey.

• • • •**•*

"Although there are now several "glossy" wargame periodicals, I still prefer
the Newsletter for its w-.irm and friendly atmosphere. I may be wrong, but I*feel
that the hobby |ia» now become far too complicgted and lavish; the Newsletter brings
back the feel of the "old days" of wargaming, memories which shall always cherish.
Keep up the good work."

Honnie Jamro of Ireland.

*******
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BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

SASSANIDS vs. CARTHAGINIANS

(Fought at the London Ancient Wargames Club)

by

John Norris

This battle was a result of a successful Sassanid Persian invasion of Egypt.
Driving further west, the vanguard of the conquering Sassanid forces marched 200
miles onwards and 700 years backwards in time to meet a Punic army defending Libya,
The ensuing battle took place somewhere on the fertile coastal plain.

The map shows the initial dispositions. From the left, the forces engaged

Sassanids

200 light cavalry (spear & bow)
660 clibanarii (kontos & bow)

organised as 3 units of 200 and
General's bodyguard of 60.

200 cataphracts (kontos) behind
480 light archers behind them
240 light archers
240 light archers
200 light cavalry (spear & bow)

Carthaginians

400 Libyan javelinmen
600 Noble & Phoenician cavalry (spear)
600 Libyan spearmen (long spear)
440 Libyan spearmen (long spear and

captured Roman armour)
600 Libyan spearmen (long spear)
32 elephants behind the spearmen

600 Libyan javelinmen

The battle began with a rapid advance by the Libyan light infantry to secure
the flanks of the Carthaginian Army against envelopment. The central phalanx of
spearmen supported by elephants rolled ponderously forward, with the cavalry deploy
ing to its right. The Sassanid right wing archers and cavalry hastened to form a
skirmish line, while the clibanarii trotted forward with the cataphracts and archers
in support and the light cavalry thrown out to their left.

With skirmishing in progress to their right, the clibanarii formed line with
the archers in support, facing the enemy cavalry. A quick volley of arrows heralded
their charge, and the Sassanid General led them deep into the enemy ranks. Initial
ly the noble cavalry fought well and even drove the clibanarii back. However class
3lowly began to tell and the advantage gradually passed to the Sassanids.

During the charge, the right flank regiment of the clibanarii had bumped into
the right flank unit of the phalanx and had been disorganised by the supporting

bs. Since then it had been partially engaged with the spearmen. Thus, as
the nobles were pressed back, this regiment lost contact and concentrated its
efforts on the phalanx. Although outnumbered 5 to 1 after the heavy spearmen
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attacked in column on the right flank, the clibanarii regiment fought on here dogged
ly until the end of the battle.

On the extreme right of the Carthaginian forces the Libyan javelinmen continued
their relentless advance. They justified their unbeaten record by brushing off re
peated charges by the light cavalry effortlessly. On the Carthaginian left, the
light infantry drove the cavalry and archers before them, seeming to be no more
affected by arrows than by rain. Howevar, probably as a result of the state of
euphoria induced by their rapid advance, the javelinmen suddenly exposed their left
flank to an overlap; previously it had been anchored to the wood and/or the edge of
the table. One mistake was enough. The 8assanids seized their opportunity and the
light cavalry swept forward in a magnificent charge, routing all 600 Libyans and
doing fearful execution in pursuit.

In the centre the heavy cavalry of both armies was still hacking away, but the
continuing withdrawal of the Carthaginians finally left a significant exposure of
their extreme left flank. In response to a prearranged signal from the General the
cataphract reserve charged home. This proved to be the la3t straw. The Noble
cavalry broke and ran from the field, carrying their General away in the rout. After
a brief pursuit, the Sassanid General rallied his pursuing cavalry on the edge of
the board only to be prevented from mopping up the leaderless Punic remnants by the
onset of dusk. The protracted resistance of the Carthaginian cavalry had enabled §
of the army to leave the field in good order. The Sassanid3 bivouacked on the field
of victory.

The map shows the position at the moment the final two Sassanid cavalry charges
went in.

The battle was fought under 3rd Edition Research Group Rules (slightly modified)
with armies of just over 1,100 points each.

COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

Bob Hoffman

Sitting here in Indonesia I am, to say the least, out of the general flow of
the hobby but thanks to the Newsletter I am not that much out of date and with the
"Must List" I am fully aware of the many new figures available to me.

I must say that I agree with many of your comments over the past year on
Conventions and share the concern on the pirating of figures; in this part of the
world pirating is an accepted business practice especially in Taiwan and Singapore
and I only hope that they do not catch on to the fact that military modelling is a
popular hobby for I believe that it is very difficult to stop them in practice, as
the cost of a legal action is far beyond the means of many small businesses.

The choice of figures now available to wargamers in Britain is very good in
deed but I do have one criticism of the manufacturers in that they release a range
of figures for a particular period but fail to issue a complete range. For example,
Hinchliffe have yet to release an ACW standard-bearer, Minifigs have only just re
leased an ACW Zouave officer though the actual men have been on the market for over
a year. I am sure that this is true of many other periods. All I ask is that they
issue officers, men, standard-bearers, drummers, buglers, etc., of a particular
regiment or style of uniform at the same time enabling the modeller to have in one
go the complete unit. Of course, I find the difference in scale between the figures
most irritating as no doubt do many others.

I have recently made a study of the Dutch campaigns against Javanese insurgents
in the 18th and 19th centuries and it has proved most rewarding and would make for
some interesting but different colonial wargames using very few figures. Informa
tion on uniforms and equipment is a bit scarce but I do have a few pieces and might
one day write something on these campaigns if you are interested.

I must congratulate you for a) keeping the price low (how you manage it I just
can't imagine) and b) improving the content of the Newsletter which really has given
it a new lease of life. One of the major attributes of the magazine is the publish
ing of criticism without the usual editorial snide remarks - a practice that never
ceases to annoy me.



I HAVE BEEN TO .... GETTYSBURG AND BULL RUN

by

W. T. Thurbon

In the Spring of 1969 I spent a month in a suburb of Washington D.C., just over
the West Virginia border.

My son had been seconded to work with the U.3.A.F. and the Colonel in charge of
the Department with which he worked very kindly lent me a massive history of the
Civil War, from which I was able to follow the campaigns.

I had the opportunity to visit Harpers Ferry, Bull Run and Gettysburg battle
fields, and the Blue Ridge Mountains, from the crests of which we had superb views
over the Shenandoah Valley, scene of Jackson's campaign, and of "Mosby's Confederacy".

The Civil War still looms large in American history, and the U.S. is a big
country and has the 3pace to keep its famous battlefieldsas National Parks. For
example, Gettysburg National Park and Cemetery includes 39 square miles of battle
fields, 415 mounted guns, 845 monuments, seven equestrian statues, and a National
Museum, home of an electric map.

At Gettysburg, the greatest battle on American soil, 159,000 men were engaged,
and the combined casualties amounted to 50,000.

The battlefields include Museums; maps; taped, illustrated lectures; and at
Gettysburg the electric map, shows in a lecture theatre by a series of coloured
lights, accompanied by a commentary, the course of the battle. My wife is not in
terested in things military, but she found the map and commentary enthralling. One
can tour the battlefield and see all the salient points, Seminary Ridge, Cemetery
Ridge, Round Top and Little Round Top, and the famous Peach Orchard. Among the many
monuments, including that marking the site of Lincoln's Gettysburg Speech, the ones
.that impressed me mcst were the Virginian Monument with its statue of Lee on Semin
ary Ridge, the statue of Meade on Cemetery Ridge, and, most moving of all, that
marking the "high water mark" of Pickett's charge and of the fortunes of the South.

The battlefield of «anassa3 or Bull Run, scene of two battles was also im
pressive - perhaps even more so than Gettysburg. It is not so cluttered with
monuments as Gettysburg, and we visited it on a day of glorious sunshine. Here one
sees the Monument to Stonewall Jackson "See where Jackson stands like a stone wall,
rally on the Virginians" marking the spot where Jacksovi's brigade stand at the climax
of First 3ull Run.

We also visited Harper's Ferry. Set in magnificent scenery under the shade of th
the Blue Ridge Mountains at the junction of the Potomac and Shenandoah Rivers, this
was the scene of John Brown's raid and later Civil War fighting. The site of in
arsenal, first established in 1796, it was the object of >.'.:• 'inin Militia at
the outbreak of the Civil War to seize it for the Confederacy, but before -vacua t-
ing it the Federals destroyed the arms stored there. In 1062, whi battle of
Antietam was being fought Harper's Ferry surrendered to Jackson. The "Armourers'
House" is used as a museum and the ruins of the Arsenal can be seen, us well as
"John Brown's Fort", the fine engine house of thi ' rial, Ln which John Brown made
his last stand.

American battlefields are carefully preserved and are rewarding '' c thi mili
tary student to visit.

American main roads are large and first class for driving, but don't lose your
way and get on country roads - which are gravel tracks. 'Pherp ca> oe rapid ohai |
in temperature in Virginia in the Spring. On thi da}- of Pri lident '.-'A senhov.ers
funeral it was snowing - ten days later at Bull Run the tuxe in Washingl
exceeded 80 .

FANCY A REALISTIC MEDIAEVAL BATTLE?

The book POITIERS 1356 by Donald Featherstone (one of the 'Knights Battles for
Wargamer' series; describes how to authentically reconstruct this famous battle of
the 100 Years War. There are maps of the area, illustrating pre-battle manoeuvres;
of the actual battlefield and its table-top reconstruction. Every aspect of the
battle is considered in the light of realistic and accurate simulation and the
suggested methods can be adapted for reconstruction in other periods. Most battle
simulations are fought in name only, on a terrain resembling that of the actual
battle but with tactics and events that bear no connection whatsoever, "Poitiers
1356" remedies all that! Autographed copies, personally inscribed to YOU - £1.10p
including postage from this magazine.
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CONVENTIONS, RULES AMD BOARD GAMES

by

Philip Barker

With regard to what Jerry Groombridge calls my glaring inaccuracies on this years
Convention, I can reveal that my source was the Secretary of the Leicester Club at the
time, Greg Robertson, who exchanged letters and telephone call3, with the then Bir
mingham secretary. It is true that Leicester have now thought the better of their
previous plans, but to deny that they existed, and to then make allegations or pre
judice in favour of a local clubi is not fair tactics.

The Birmingham meeting was not designed as a rival attraction, though there was
the thought that if the Leicester Convention failed to come off, there would be at
least one big Midlands meeting during 1973- The Club Committees first act was to
tell their Secretary to write to Leicester, informing them of the date, so that there
need b0 no clash, and there would in fact have been 5 weeks between them.

I say, there "would have been", because I believe that the planned Birmingham
meeting i3 not now likely to go ahead. The invited player concept is however, likely
to be tried out at a major weekend meeting to be organised at a large London hotel by
the Society of Ancients in 1974» of which more will be heard later. Obviously, as
Steve Reed says, the Committee will not necessarily know the best players in the
country, though the Society league competition gives a good guide. What the concept
does do is make sure that all the games are worth watching, with good players, re
alistic terrain and nicely painted armies.

Incidentally, the Trade response to this idea was enthusiastic. As one well-
known figure put it: "Unpainted Airfix Robin Hoods without bases masquerading as
something else over a few pieces of tatty polystyrene board don't sell figures."

In reply to the allegations of prejudice in favour of the Birmingham Club, I
would like to make the point once more that I have HO particular affiliation with
them apart from being one of the ly- million people living in the same city. I have
far stronger ties, for example, with the Worthing Club, and with Southampton, as do
many of the older hands in wargaming. My contribution to the Birmingham Convention
was limited to acting as a Chief Umpire, which I also did at Worthing, Dundee, and
last year at Leicester. There was certainly no weak umpiring in the Ancient games,
and no arguments that I know of, possibly because both players and umpires knew the
rules well after playing with them for years. Weak umpiring is to my mind a direct
result of using purpose-built, rules not familiar to the great mass of wargamers. If
clubs must use their own private rules, they should at least provide competent
umpires for them, even if this keeps their own best players out of the competition.

Changing the subject to rules generally - both A.J.Mitchell and Geo. Heath have
valid points with regard to simplicity. Many a set of rules starts out reasonably
simple, and then gradually gets more complicated as modifications have to be made,
usually because some "wide boy" has found a loophole and exploited it. Bob and I r
reckon you need at least a years testing to get a sot reasonably right, and probably
another two to block the loopholes one by one, by free amendment sheets. The
terrible thing is, the people responsible for the rules often do not notice they are
getting complicated, because they are only altering one thing at a time. It is the
poor beginner that gets bogged down.

I can reassure Charles Vasey that "Decline and Fall" is not just up to Strategy
and Tactics standard, but considerably better than most of their products. Strategy
and Tactics tactical games in particular are still way behind the average set of
miniatures rules for accuracy, especially those for the Ancient period, where they
are not yet at the point Don's "Wargames" had reached in 1962. However, "Decline
and Fall" is not really an English offering, as it was designed by a Canadian, al
though being printed over here where costs are lower.

One point that may be of interest is that we recently organised a conference on
Computers in Archeology, and invited everyone back to the flat to a party at the end
of the first day. Of the 30 archeologists that turned up, 3 turned out to have
copies of "Decline and Fall", and embarked in discussions of Roman policy against
the Barbarians that left others looking slightly dazed and worried. I think we may
have sold some others since!

Cor. tinued on page 26
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ENGLISH CIVIL WAR STANDARDS

by

•'••••-- '::-:.•-.• •

In my readings about the English Civil War I have always bemoaned the dearth of
information concerning standards. To help fill this gap and perhaps help add colour
to a wargaming army and uniforms of this period I have set down the following infor
mation which I have extracted from a very valuable book entitled "The Civil War in
Hampshire 1642-45" published in 1904 by G.N.Godwin.

Royalist Horse:

Lord Hopton's Guard Troop - A standard gules bearing a cannon or, above this the
motto 'Et Sacris Compescuit Ignibus Ignes.*

Royalist Foot:

Colonel Hawkins - A 300-400 strong Regiment of Whitecoats.

Other Royalist standards:

Marquis of Winchester - A square standard with a scroll bearing motto 'Aimez
Loyaute' (Variation 'Donee pax redeat terris' - Until peace return to the Earth).

Sir Marmaduke Rawdon - A square standard bearing a spotted animal with a long
bushy tail and an elongated snout with motto 'Mallem mori quara tardari' - I'll rather
die than 3top my course.

Lord Capel - A standard bearing a crown and sceptre over the motto 'Perfectissi-
ma gubernatio' - Monarchy the best of Governments.

Parliamentary Foot:

Colonel Morley - A standard bearing the motto 'Non ab Aequo sed in Aequo' -
Victory is not by Right but in Right.

1st Regiment of London Trained Bands - Gules, the distinction being piles wavey.

Parliamentary Dragoons:

Colonel Harvey - A standard bearing an open bible with the motto 'Lex Suprema'
thereon above a representation of a city all above a motto 'Salus Patriae' - Safety
of our Fatherland.

Parliamentary Horse:

Colonel Ludlow - A standard bearing an open bible with the motto 'Verbum Dei'
placed above a mitre, crozier and rosary.

Colonel Sheffield - A standard bearing a picture of armed horsemen with the
motto 'Deo Duce, Nil Desperandum'.

Sir Arthur Haslerigg's Ironsides - A green standard bearing a cloud with an
anchor hanging out of it over the motto 'Only in Heaven'.

Sir William Waller - A standard bearing a tree set next to a shield bearing
three fleur-de-lys over the motto 'Fructus Virtutis'.

Colonel Brown (2 i/c to Waller) - A standard bearing a skull surrounded by a
laurel wreath over motto 'One of these'.

Parliamentary Foot Regiments - Uniform Colours:

Colonel Pickering - Blue: Colonel Montagu, - Blue: Sir Hardress Wallers - Black.

Readers may also be interested in forming an army of Clubmen - farmers and
peasants who banded together to prevent either Royalist or Parliamentary forces en
tering and ravaging their home areas. Summarily put down by Cromwell they numbered

ion'. inueu on page 24.
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WARGAMES RESEARCH GROUP PRESENT -

WARFLEETS OF ANTIQUITY, by Richard Nelson. This, the third in ouT series of
reference books, deals with the ships crews, tactics and campaigns of Greek, Persian,
Carthaginian, Hellenistic, Roman, Celtic, Germanic, Scandinavian and Byzantine Fleets.

Has chapters on shipbuilding, costs, sailing and rowing speeds, and deals with
20 types of ships in detail with scale plans and descriptions and details of oar
arrangements, etc.

102 pages of information and interest for the wargamer and shipraodeller alike.

Ready end of February, at £1.80 including postage in U.K., #5.50 surface mail
paid U.S.A.

This will be followed by a set of Ancient Naval wargames rules and a series of
1/1200 models of most of the types shown in the book. These models will be produced
by Miniature Figurines. We cannot give any idea of time for the Rules, these will
be subject to our usual testing period, and Neville Dickinson will be announcing the
ships just as soon as they are ready.

Don't forget our first boxed board game - 'DECLINE AND FALL' much more than
just a board wargame, more like a traumatic experience as you find yourself threat
ened by Huns, conned by deviou3 Romans, amidst offers of alliance, promises of
tribute and all the diplomatic double-dealing which goes on as each player aims at
his eventual goal at the end of 75 years of history.

£3.75 including postage and Purchase Tax, U.S.A. #8.75, surface paid.

Also, our other reference books on Ancient Armies by Phil Barker, and Wargames
rules in Ancient 1750/1850, 1925/75 ^fantry action, and 1925/50 Armoured/J-nfantry
action - the last for use with either "20"mm or the new 1/300 scale models now
available. Send a SAE for our list.

From:- Wargames Research Group, 75 Ardingly Drive, Goring-by-Seo, Sussex.

Model Mihlaire
71 barker road middlesbrough teesside

ANCIENT SHIELD TRANSFERS

M A I ROMAN

MA 2 GREEK

HERALDIC TRANSFERS

MM I UONS MM 2 EAGLES . BOARS FLEURS-de-LYS. CHEVRONS

PILES. MARKS OF CADENCE

M M 3 CROSSES. LABELS

M M 4 CHEQUY . L02ENGY. BARS . GYRONS

REGIMENTAL COLOURS 11815) SELF ADHESIVE

SIX DESIGNS I each x 54mm, 10 each x 25mm

12 DIFFERENT x 54mm 35x25mm 10 LAMBDA

Rl I 1st GUARDS.1st 4th, 23rd. 32nd and 92nd FOOT

Rl 2 2nd GUARDS, 3rd, 14th.27th. 40th and 52nd FOOT

P&R 1.2 items 5p. Up to 5 items 8p,then 1p extra per item

TRY YOUR LOCAL DEALER BEFORE ORDERING

40P

40P

30P
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MUST

LIST
If you are an air wargamer then you

should see the latest list of Putnam Aeron

autical Books for 1973i containing details
of publications devoted to British aircraft
in World War I and historical aircraft gen
erally from the pioneer days.

Listening to talks on Borodino last week
and then doing research on the major battles
of the Horse-and-Musket period have confirm
ed my feeling that these battles would be
fascinating to reconstruct on the table-top
but, because of scale and numbers, almost
impossible to do with any degree of realism. That is unless one use3 the new 5mm
regimental blocks made by Miniature Figurinese which open up exciting new vistas.
With them it is possible to reproduce any of the major battles of the Napoleonic
period, with forces represented on a battalion basis, at a cost less than that re
quired to buy a few regiments of 25mm figures. Add to that the simplicity of
painting plus the little-considered fact that the rules required to fight with these
regimental blocks are so basic and readily comprehended, then I wonder how they are
not far more popular. I am thinking of listing all the battalions, squadrons and
batteries that took part in one of the Peninsular War battles - a favourite of mine
is Fuentes de Onoro which would give the British roughly 54 battalions of infantry,
4 squadrons of cavalry and 8 batteries of guns whilst the French had 83 battalions
of infantry, 50 squadrons of cavalry and 7 batteries of artillery. In 5mm scale,
all this lot can be purchased for under £10.00p! Thus it is possible to re-fight
an actual battle under the greatest conditions of reality, at a low cost, with the
minimum amount of painting and using satisfying rules so basic as to preclude
argument and bad feeling.

Still on 5mm figures - Minia ture Figurines are now turning them out in groups
of Ancient figures which opens up all sorts of visions of reconstructing some of
the immortal conflicts of the Ancient world. Using this scale, Bob O'Brien could
have a Hun horde containing almost as many men as in real-life!

There is nothing I like better than a month when there are lots of model
soldiers to discuss because they are what makes the hobby tick! From Peter Laing
(see advert elsewhere in the Newsletter) I have received samples of his two new
ranges - Feudal and American War of Independence. The former have already been re
viewed but Peter has now sent me the rest of the range which includes mounted and
dismounted Saracens - the horseman carrying a typically Oriental flag is a very nice
piece of work. Then there are a collection of Persians, including an Immortal and
Mede infantry; an unarmoured Saxon ready to take on perhaps the best figure of the
lot which is a superb Norman knight on a rearing horse. Finally there are three
Greeks - a horseman, a hoplile and an archer. These are very exciting figures and
I applaud Peter's intention of enlarging his range to cover as many periods as
possible without losing sight of the need for an "in depth" coverage. As opposed
to the rather grim rivalry which exists between model soldier firms, Peter Laing1s
attitude is to be praised "hen he says "I am interested to hear that Minifigs are
also bringing out 15mm figures because I am certain that the more firms in the
business the more popular the scale will become."

Another conmorcisl supporter of Wargamer's Newsletter is G.R.Seton of Warrior
Metal Miniatures from whom I have received some of their latest figures - Normans,
Saxon3 and Goths in 25mm scale. I particularly liked the Normans whose large kite
shield has come out extremely well - the Norman mounted man looks as if he has come
straight out of Ivanhoe! The Goths and Saxons are also rather nice and will provide
wargamers in the Ancient period with some unusual and highly colourful armies. These
figures sell a little more cheaply than most at 6p for foot figures and 14p for
cavalry (plu3 10$ for postage).

If one thing can be said to have kept me in wargaming during the early days of

my interest then it was the discovery of the 30mm plastic figures put out by Ronald
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W. Spencer-Smith of 66 Longmeadow, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey, whose small but very
comprehensive range of Napoleonics; American War of Independence; American Civil War
and modern figures form the bulk of many wargames armies (often converted to the
most unusual types) both in thi3 country and in America. After a long absence from
the production field, Ronald has come back in business and is now producing these
excellent, easily converted and pleasing figures at what 3eems, in this day and age,
to be a ridiculously cheap price. And, if you haven't already found out, this range
is in the "small" 30mm scale so that the cavalry fit in with the 25mm range being
sold by all the "big" makers! This means that the apoleonic cavalry at 24 for
£1.20 can solve the problem of cavalry squadrons for many of the younger and less
prosperous amongst us. Send a S.A.E. for a price list which also includes suggest
ions for other periods and styles of figure to which this range can be put. To re
cap, 24 cavalry or 80 infantry in a bag for £1.20p; then there are 4 guns (2
Field and 2 Howitzers) of the Seven Year's War period for £1.00p and 30 artillerymen
and 4 guns at £1.60p. You have to order the minimum of two bags per order and
parcel post costs 16p.

Shamus Wade of 6l Brighton Road, Rathgar, Dublin 6, Ireland, is a very colour
ful character who mainly sell3 Britains figures to collectors all over the world.
Although I do not collect this particular type, I get great pleasure out of reading
his list because nostalgia is a very tangible emotion and, when I was a boy, I must
have been very fortunate because I seem to have possessed almost every figure
mentioned on his list! Not all the figures offered for sale are Britains or 54mm
however - a month or two back there was a very large collection of the original SAE
30mm painted figures offered - it perfectly exemplified the incredible variety and
diversity of types put out by this firm, whose figures were the first I collected
and who got me interested in the hobby in the beginning.

I note that the Model Shop, 31 St. Annes Road, Harrow, are advertising new
Jacklex 20mm figures - a war elephant with howdah with crew; and a Colonial naval
landing party. I have not seen these figures nor heard anything about them but new
wargames figures are always worthy of mention. The same firm list3 a very compre
hensive range of 20mm Garrison Ancients.

In passing, I should just like to mention that I have greatly improved the
appearance of some Roman cavalry by using the Roman shield design transfer sheets
put out by Model Militaire, who advertise in this magazine. I imagine that the
accessories put out by this firm can do a similar job in many other spheres, in
cluding those colourful Napoleonic flags!

In this issue the Wargames Research Group are advertising Richard Nelson's book
"War Fleets of Antiquity" which, strikes and other catastrophies permitted, should
be available now.

Discussing the game "Decline and Fall" in a recent letter Bob O'Brien said
"Charles Vasey's recent letter in the Newsletter indicates that he has the idea
that the game is just another hexagon based wargame - it is much more than that.
The game extends over 75 years of time with each turn representing 5 years. In
each turn there can be "and are" offers of alliance, joint action, threats, and
anything you like to think of on the diplomatic front - in some cases the mere
threat of force will produce results without going to actual conflict, while the
personalities of the players frequently have as much bearing on the results as out
and out military action. In essence, each player tries to achieve his object by
whichever move he thinks best in the prevailing circumstances. The best comment I
have yet heard is "Its a most diabolical game I have yet come across". This to my
mind is praise indeed!"

I hear from Lou Zocchi from America that the game STAR TREK is being replaced
by a bigger and better game called ALIEN SPACE. Although these games are not to my
taste, I know that large numbers of discerning wargamers in this country and America
get the greatest enjoyment out of them and, as has been said so often, wargaming is
a many flavoured thing! The game sells for #4.00 and is sent surface mail unless
a dollar airmail postage accompanies the order.

I have mentioned before the newsletter SIGNAL put out by that arch enthusiast
John Mansfield. His latest issue lists all sorts of new items and I am sure he
will not mind me noting them here. He has recently returned from the two biggest
toy fairs in Europe at Brighton and Nurnberg and seems to have seen interesting new
items - Airfix ." 1:1200 scale World War II warships; a cheap line of plastic/
metal scale warships in 1:200 by Viking of Germany; another range of the same scale.
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all metalc&hips by Delphin, another Continental maker, while a Belgium firm has put
out a line'1:1200 ship kits made in Italy; Matchbox are putting out cheap l/72nd
scale aircraft kits in two colours of plastic so that they need little painting; a
firm in Israel are soiling (under the name of Starfix;a new line of aircraft kits
while our old German friend Roskopf have some samples of modern armour and Roco-
Peetzy are issuing l/86 scale plastic models of a Churchill tank and the Cromwell.
Preiser of Germany sell scale 1/90 troops to match the Roskopf and Roco-Peetzy line
of tanks besides selling figures for train layouts, etc.

I suppose these should really be under books but as long as they are not missed
it does not really matter. Number 2 of the Bellona Military Vehicle Markings book
let "Tactical Signs and National Identification Marks" by Terence Wise is now avail
able at 75p and contains more markings for Great Britain; The Commonwealth; France;
Poland; United States of America; Russia and the U.S.S.R.; Germany; Italy and Japan,
mostly from 1914 to 1945- A very valuable booklet for the wargamer who likes to be
accurate.

The latest Squadron/Signal Publication Aircraft No. Six is the Heinkel Helll in
action selling at #3.95. As always with this series, it is packed with fine photo
graphs, usually unpublished before, besides the technical data and specifications.
Although I have no interest in aircraft, I always find these books well worth look
ing through.

Avalon Hill announce another boardgame which seems to be of a different
type to those already in production. This one is called "Richthofen"s War" and is

said to recreate the World War I air war and to include every significant tactical
aspect. Players engage in plane versus plane combat on a 22" x 28" map board that
is in an exact reproduction of the battlefield area where Richthofen engaged Brown
in his final dog-fight. Players can choose from over 65 combat aircraft and re-
fight any one of seven scenarios depicting dog-fighting, photo reconnaissance,
tiench-strafing, tactical bombing, artillery spotting, balloon busting and other
combat missions. For lone wolves, they have even included a solo game. Rules
allow for modified aircraft, critical hits, accumulated damage, gun jamming, over-
diving, deflection shooting, sustained endurance, force landings, fast reactions,
variable anti-aircraft defences, prevailing winds, anti-balloon rockets and much
more. Special rules allow players to actually earn ACE STATUS as they play a
series of games. Also included with the game is a 32-page Mission Briefing manual
containing histories, biographies, aircraft profiles and data, campaign maps, orders
of battle, chronologies, special game expansion data and other goodies. This game
costs 09.00 plus 01.00 for postage and packing. Please note that it cannot be
ordered through Wargamer's Newsletter but there is seemingly an English source of
supply in Michael's Models, 646/8 High Road, North Finchley, London N12 0N11.
Mention that you saw their address in Wargamer's Newsletter.

15 mm Metal Figures scale
IDEAL FOR DIORAMAS

AND
WARGAMES

From PETER LAING 11 BOUNDS oak way,
SOUTHBOROUGH, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT

SEND LONG SAE FOR DETAILS AND SAMPLE FIGURE

NOW-AMERICAN WAR OF INDEPENDENCE in 15 mm
A now expanding range of quality 15mm metal figures from Peter Laing
Ideal for Wargames — Magnificent for Dioramas I I

•F308 Privato. light coy. marching 4p
P F309 Highlander, kilt, lino coy. marching 4p
? F310 Highlander, kilt. Grcn coy. marching 4p
P F311 Highlander, leggings, marching 4p
p F312 Hessian Gronadier, marching 4p
0 "M301 Light Dragoon, horse walking 8p
* -M302 Mountod Officor. horse walking 8p

• figures suilablo for Washington's Army

"F301 Standard bea
standard

F302 Drummer. Grenadier, march
•F303 Drummer, Tricorn, marching
•F304 Officer, line coy. marching

F305 Officer. Grcn coy. marching
"F306 Private, lino coy, marching

F307 Privato, Gren coy, marching
More Items lo follow soon

irching

OTHER RELEASES

Marlburian

F113 Grenadier, lighting grenade

F207 Norn an, with raised sword

F208 Norn an. resting on shield
M203 Mou tod Norman knight, ch

1066 and all that ... and SARACENS too! 15 mm
Anew range of 15 mm metal figures from Peter Laing—
FEUDALS 11th-12th cent. A.D. (Crusades, Battle of Hastings, etc.)
F201 Norman infantry with spear, 4p

standing

F202 Norman Infantry with axe, 4p
marching

F203 Norman archer 4p
F204 Saracen with raised sword 4p

MORE ITEMS TO FOLLOW IN THIS SERIES

F205 Saracen with spear, marching 4p
F206 Saracen archer 4p
M201 Mounted Saracen with drawn 8p

sword

M202 Mounted Norman knight with 8p

NEW MARLBURIANS

F116 Sergeant standing, halbort
(tricorn)

F117 Grenadier drummer, marching 4p

F118 Grenadier drummer, standing 4p

A112 Muleteer 4p

M110 Pack mule 8p

4p
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COLONIAL
SKIRMISH WARGAME
RULES 1850 - 1900

by M. R. BLAKE, S. CURTIS,

I. R. COLWILL and E. J. HERBERT

At last - a set of wargame rules which lets you
claim your place in the sun, or defend it from
grasping colonists! Dust off the old topi (or
knobkerrie) shoulder your Martini-Henry (or
assagai) and move out into the bush. With the

emphasis on individuals, these rules enable the
order, "Sergeant, take six men and scout that

scrub ahead" to be played as a wargame. The rules allow for veteran, average and
novice soldiers, natives and tribesmen, and cover the stages of a small action from
the first sniping to the last desperate hand-to-hand struggle.

The game utilises 54mm, 30mm or 20/25mm figures. Percentages are used for all
calculations, in order to achieve greater flexibility and realism, without losing play-
abil ity.

The rules (illustrated throughout) cover all the European and Tribal armies, weapons,
tactics and fighting skill of the period so realistically you feel yourself tensing for
that final glorious "Charge;" After the rules comes the photographic section of
figures and wargames, followed by a third section on the background of the era and
the game, including uniform and painting details enhanced by Mike Blake's delight
ful drawings. Finally, we list some interesting sources of Colonial material for
further reading.

Available from - STEVE CURTIS. 10Hurle Crescent, Bristol, BS8 2TA, England.
Edce.£1, including p &p in the UK only. (ffS.SO, this includes surface mail to US
and British bank charges.) Please make cheques or POs payable to STEVE CURTIS.

PERCENTAGE /DECIMAL DICE

A pair of twenty-sided dice, capable of throwing numbers from 1 to 100.
Use a third dice and throw from 1 to 1000, and so on. Ideal for use with
our COLONIAL SKIRMISH RULES - and for other games where the ease
and flexibility of the percentage system is needed.
Available from STEVE CURTIS, 10 Hurle Cres., Bristol BS8 2TA, England.
Price 30p per pair, one red dice, one black dice (inc. postage in UK).
Price #2.60 per pair (inc. airmail to USA) Cheques payable to S. Curtis.

WESTERN GUNFIGHT
RULES
by Steve Curtis, Ian Colwill & Mike Blake
Using 54mm figures, giving each man different characteristic^
in a highly personalised, detailed game. Through our sixty
pages of rules, drawings, photos and chat, bring all the colour anTdrama
of the Old West to your table-top.
Available from STEVE CURTIS, 10 Hurle Cres., Bristol BS8 2TA, England jj
Price 50p, inc. postage in UK only. (ff5.50, inc. airmail to USA).
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

'll'1 lT'l'dUcll flit, iU()).li.ll
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Tclephono 01 734 1352

Wo are the makersof the world-famous military miniaturesby
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Mado in 30mm.54mm and 90mm scales. Available either painted,unpaintodor in kit form.
Large selection always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Mostother leading makes ol metal andplastic figures alsoin stock, pluslarge selection ol
Britains'. 'Elaslolin' and other rarehistoricalfigures.
Tradition' magazine and various popular titleson military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for the collector and connoisseur:

Swords, edged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, bell alales. hel
met plates, badges, orders,decorations,drums, uniforms and paintings.

litary style

When in London a visit to our showroomsis a must. Opensix days a week.
Mon.. Tuts.. Wed. and Fti. 9-6
Thursday 9-7
Saturday 9-5

If you are unable to visit us. the following catalogues are
Stadden X mm mastar list - 20p
Stadden 54 mm master list - 3"jp

•Tradition' book ol Model Soldiers-tIM (post Itee)

available.

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK

Tel: Framlmghnm 723708

Trade enquirieswelcome - complete pricelists and catalogues available on request.



Books

YOUNG WINSTOH'S WARS edited by Frederick Woods.
(8f" x 5;'"; 350 par;es; 5 photographs; 9 maps. Leo
Cooper - £3.50p).

This book contains the original letters and
despatches of Winston S. Churchill whilst a War
Correspondent during the years 1897-1900. Frederick
Woods, editor of the book, is well known as a bio
grapher of Sir Winston Churchill. The introduction
gives the background against which the letters were written and brings out the two
motives behind Churchill's travels and writings - his wish to take part in campaigns
and his long range aim to enter politics. Despite some hostility from soldiers and
others who objected to his methods and some of his opinions, Winston was able to
achieve his objectives, helped by powerful friends. The letters and despatches cover
the Malakand campaigns of 1897; the Sudanese campaign of 1898 and the Boer War from
1899-1900. One can feel the tension and excitement when the fighting soldiers clash,
the action being brought to life and the scene set by the manner in which Churchill
uses words. This is a memorable book, written by a young man whose style had not
fully developed but the impact of the words is remarkable.

HISTORY OF THE REGIMENT OF ARTILLERY INDIAN ARMY edited by Major-General D. K.
Palit VrC. (8;j" x 5v;"; 342 pages; 4 colour prints; 12 photographs and 11 maps and
sketches. Leo Cooper - £4.00p).

Whilst I would have preferred a different emphasis so that the book was about
artillery in British India during the 19th century, it is unreasonable to expect the
author of a book dealing with a leading military organisation of one of the recently
emerging countries to slant it otherwise than at their own personal wars since 1947
and relevant details from World War II. The first two chapters deal with the history
of artillery in India but point out that, with the exception of the renowned Indian
Mounted Artillery, the Indian military themselves were not trusted to be in charge of
artillery! Seemingly based very much on the style, traditions and establishment of
the British Royal Artillery with whom they had been so long associated, the Regiment
of Artillery of the Indian Army seem to have fired a fair number of shots in anger
since the country was divided up in 1947 and to anyone interested in these operations,
they are explicitly and well described with more than reasonable maps and sketches.
It comes as something of a shock to realise just how many hostilities there have been
in India since partition and whilst action inevitably adds to the traditions and
glories of military establishments, it is to be hoped that it is not sought in that
frame of mind.

MODEL SOLDIERS by W.Y.Carman. (8-£" x 6"; 80 pages; 65 colour plates. Published
by Charles Letts and Co., Ltd. - distributed by Arms and Armour Press. £l„50p).

Written by a man whose name must for ever be linked with the upsurge of interest
in model soldier collecting in Great Britain, this is a very pleasing little book in
deed. It begins with a very comprehensive, concise and more than adequate introduc
tion on the origin, manufacturing and collection of model soldiers over the last 150
years or so and then proceeds to move chronologically forward in a series of coloured
plates of every conceivable type of model soldier from the flat figure up to the large
9 or 12-inch pottery figures. I found this book not only stimulating but full of
nostalgia as I surveyed old Britains and other makes of figures that I distinctly re
member playing with as a boy. Very nicely produced and very reasonably priced for
today.

MINDEN 1759 by Howard II. Cole.
Charles Knight - 90p).

(84" x 54"; 108 pages; 5 maps and diagrai

In the same manner as almost every other book in this series of "Battles for
Wargamers" (with the exception of two) this book gives a first-class account of the
battle which it would be difficult to better and yet fails entirely to even mention
its reconstruction or Simulation as a wargame and does not even mention a single book
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on wargaming in its comprehensive bibliography. However that can be taken as an ad
verse criticism if one is looking at this book with a view to reconstructing the
Battle of Vinden on ones wargames table, otherwise it is difficult to fault it as a
well written, easily readable account of a most interesting battle - which will in
deed make a very good wargame!

CHANCELLORSVILLE 1863 by H. John Cooper. (8?" :: •;.."; 101" pages; 14 maps and
diagrams. Charles Knight - £1.00p).

This book goes very much more into the question of reproducing the Battle on the
table-top than do most volumes in thi3 series, giving a chapter on overall difficul
ties of scale together with an appendix dealing with a game based on Chancellorsville
that has been played by the author. There are also two suggested table-top terrains
for the battle. Over and above that, the book is a well written, very readable and
concise account of a most interesting conflict in a war that I have always felt was
tailor-made for wargaming.

I have received four books in the Osprey Men-at-Arms Series. Each of them is
9ii'" x 74""> contains 70 page3, innumerable black-and-white illustrations and a centre
section of 10 coloured pages showing uniforms of various types and periods relevant
to the subject of the book. Similarly each book costs £1.25p. They are as follows:-

BLUCHER'S ARMY 1813-1815 - text by Peter Young, colour plates by Michael Roffe.
The Napoleonic wargamer will really go for this one because it puts at his disposal
all required facts on that much neglected nation of the Napoleonic Wars - the
Prussians. Very easily read and with some fine uniform plates, this book is do:
very good job of making me forget that dreadful oath I swore not to increase my
Napoleonic armies!

THE ROYAL ARTILLERY - text by W.Y.Carman, colour plates by Michael Roffe. Bill
Carman isone'of the best known of British military historians and is a member of the
staff of the National Army Museum and whatever he says can be taken as accurate with
out any quibbling. This book is packed with details of one of the best known of
British military formations from its inception up to today, giving uniform details
through the ages and including 10 pages in colour.

THE PANZER DIVISIONS - text by Martin Windrow, colour plates by Michael Roffe.
Looked at from the distance of more than thirty years, German armoured forces still
retain that aura of fearsome efficiency that we, their opponents, respected from
1939 to 1945- No one can argue that German tanks were far superior to ours nor that
they handled them better and this book gives a very reasonable and potted idea of
the vehicles and the men who fought in them. Invaluable to the World War II wargamer.

JAPANESE ARMY OF WORLD WAR II - text by Philip Warner, colour plates by Michael
Youens. I am only personally familiar with one man who has done any wargaming in
volving the Japanese in World War II and yet there is a host of information available
about their army, its arm3 and equipment and its activities. There are well document
ed accounts of fighting between British and Indian troops and the Japanese in Burma
whilst the amphibious operations of the Americans in the Pacific Islands seems to be
sufficiently interesting and unique to be worthy of 3ome wargaming in that period.
Add to that the ready availability of cheap figures in the Airfix ranges and then mix
in this well written and highly informative book with its diagrams, black-and-white
drawings, photographs and 10 pages of colour and perhaps the result will be sufficient
stimulation to get wargamers going!

CONVENTIONS, RULES A?iD BOARD GAMES (Continu-vd ^rom pa.-:e 17)

Finally, although Peter Young needs no backing from me, I would like to agree
wholeheartedly with his advice. Not one wargamer in 50 in my experience makes a plan
taking into account probable enemy actions, and not 1 in 100 tries to set up situa
tions where the enemy plan actually helps him and not the enemy.

Like many other young writers, I had a lot of encouragement and help when I
started writing from Sir Basil Liddell Hart, and I would like to recommend the
maxims in Chapter 20 of his "Strategy: the Indirect Approach" to all wargamers. They
are especially useful in map campaigns, as the Ghost of rascally Prince Vakar knows
to his cost in Hyboria.
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AIRFIX MAGAZINE - March 1973. Contains well illustrated articles on modelling the
Soviet SU76 self-propelled gun; plans for making Ancient warships; modelling the
German 7M35 gun in 1:76 scale; converting Airfix houses for wargaming; the making of
54mm British Lewis gun team; a review on the Toy Fair at Brighton; numerous articles
on aircraft plus book reviews, correspondents and other features.

ARQUEBUSTER - No.l. The Journal of the Pike and Shot Society. Contains articles on
the 16th century; the Pike and Shot period; a battle report; discussion on the
Society's Rules; Military Orders in the l6th century; The English Civil War in
Cheshire; The Elizabethan Army; The English Civil War at Sea and 16th Century Naval
Rules for Galley Warfare. A good effort that makes the mission of the Society worth
while.

BATTLEFLEET - Vol.6. No.6. Magazine of the Naval Wargames Society. Contains illus
trated articles on Pre-Dreadnoughts and a review of the game Star Trek.

THE AVALON HILL GENERAL - January-February 1973- Contains details of their new game
Richthofen's War; articles on improving various Avalon Hill games and the second part
of an interesting article on the Waterloo Campaign.

MODEL BOATS - March 1973. Contains plans and an article on the German Cruisers Mainz
and Stettin.

SLINGSHOT - Magazine of the Society of Ancients - January 1973- Includes articles on
the Arms and Uniforms of the Praetorian Guard; Fighting Men of Scotland; Weapons of
Tutankhamun plus innumerable features, discussions, etc. The Issue for March 1973
includes articles on the Fighting Men of Scotland; Armies of the Dark Ages; conver
sions of Roman figures; Arms and Uniform of the Praetorian Guard - Part II; The Ninth
Legion plus other features.

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - February 1975. Contains number 2 of a new series of articles on
Military Museums - The Middlesex Regiment; amusing cartoons on wafgaming; record re
views; a review of the latest military models; book reviews, correspondents and some
very good photographs for the modernist.

TANKETTE - Miniature Armoured Figh-ing Vehicle Association Magazine - February-March
1973. John Sandars continues his article on Wargame Armie3 for the Western Desert
Campaign; illustrated articles on conversion of figures and vehicles and innumerable
other items for the armour enthusiast.

THE BULLETIN OF THE MILITARY HISTORICAL SOCIETY - February 1975. Contains articles
by authorative writers on Australia's Volunteer Defence Corps 1940-45; The French
Canadian Pontifical Zouaves 1868-70; The Regular New Zealand Infantry; The London
Welsh Rifle Corps; Historical Study of the Indianisation of the Indian Army plus re
views etc.

PAHZERFAUST - January-February 1975- This special Civil War issue contains well
illustrated articles on the Atlanta Campaign; the ratio of forces to 3pace; Union
Departments, Armies and Corps (Part VI of the Wargamer's Guide to the American Civil
War); an article on boardgaming concerning Chancellorsville and Gettysburg; Board-
game Design; and a review of boardgames dealing with the American Civil War; Gary
Gygax writes on wargaming with miniatures and there are book reviews of volumes deal
ing with the American Civil War plus other features.

TRADITION - Number 66. A picture on the front cover of Napoleon's retreat from
Moscow made me feel cold! Contains beautifully illustrated articles on campaigning
on the North-West Frontier of India; The International Brigades in the Spanish Civil
War; Bavarian Line Infantry in Russia 1812; Uniforms of the French Army (supplement
ing four full-page colour plates of them); The Union Army 1861 (a must for the
American Civil War wargamer); Uniforms of the Mexican Army 1859-1847; an interesting
article on French cavalry horse3 in the 1840s; The French Army in the Franco-Prussian
War; plus book reviews, correspondence, etc. In addition to the four colour plates
already mentioned there are two more of the Belgian Army 1905 plus a coloured rear
cover of the latest 54mm models from Britains. These little colour figures which are
a feature of Tradition magazine are an invaluable source of information for painting
up wargames figures and, in due course will no doubt be as much sought after as the
famous sets of German cigarette cards of the pre-World War II era.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

"In my area the wargamers (that I know of) are few and far between and there is
not even a club within a decent distance of my home. If there is I would be grate
ful if anyone told me where it is."

Raymond Gale of 558 High Street, Jarrow, Co.Durham, NE52 3BH.
*******

Back numbers of Wargamer's Newsletter can be obtained for the months of November
1968 and from May 1972 to February 1973 at 18p each (50 cents).

*******

Canadian and American postal Money Orders in dollars are not negotiable in Great
Britain and always have to be returned to the sender. A dollar cheque can be nego
tiated but costs an additional 30 cents which should be added to its value. STERLING
m::- :,:il i-iinii-y (•;.-• i-:.-.' ar> ideal. Low vnlu' coins from Ami ricfi and Canada cannot be
accepted, nor can currency from countries other than America and Canada.

*******

I now have all the Newsletters going back to January 1964 (which is edition No.
22). 1 would be pleased to hear from anyone who would like to sell the first 21
editions of this singular publication.

Dick Tennant of 14 Highlands Drive, Offer-ton, Stockport.

*******

Subscribers are requested to note that every care is taken to ensure that their
Newsletters are correctly addressed and safely dispatched. That being the case, it
is regretted that no responsibility can be taken for non-arrival and replacement
copies must be charged for - usually by deducting one month from the subscription
period. Books and other literature are packed once a month and dispatched, so please
be patient as your order may have arrived just as a shipment had gone out!

*******

"NUCLEAR DESTRUCTION" - A Computer controlled Postal Wargame. Send SAE for
rules to C.Harvey, 30 Gorway Road, Walsall, Staffs.

*******

FLATS - over 600 professionally hand-painted Austro-Hungarian/Prussian infantry/
cavalry of Sever. Year War period, including 12 individual figures plus four 6-pdr
guns with crews - accurate uniforms, perfect condition. Purchased 1968 from Ochel of
Kiel, Germany. Offers for whole army to Milne, 27 Braid Avenue, Edinburgh 10,
Scotland.

*******

FOR SALE - 29 Stadden Prussian Seven Years War (including standard-bearers and
gunners) - £2,75p» 112 Airfix Remans - 25p; 130 Airfix Britons and 5 chariots - 35p;
2 bags of 118 Airfix British infantry of the A.W.I. - 25p for each bag. Apply to
fi.Cobham, 51 Charles Street, Inverness, Scotland.

*******

WANTED - Tactics II by Avalon Hill in reasonable condition. Write - Anderson,
Leaside, Ruckler's Lane, Kings Langley, Hertfordshire.

*******

ENGLISH CIVIL WAR STANDARDS •'Continued from page 18)

over 14,000 in the Hampshire area as far as I can make out. Their banner wa;
sheet bearing the motto 'If you offer to plunder or take our cattle

You may be sure we'll give you battle."

a white

I hope these few notes help somebody - if other readers possess similar informa
tion perhaps they too will send it in.



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.

"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £1.90p. (#5.75).
"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model 3hipa. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"AIR WARGAMSS" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (#5-75).

"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (#6.25).

"V.'ARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (#6.00).

"WARGAI-'.ES THROUGH THE AGES - 3000 BC to 1500 AD" - The first of a series that will
describe types of armies and soldiers, their arms and equipment, their method of
fighting and tactics. Dealing with the Ancient period - from Sumeria to the early
Middle Ages, this book classifies the armies in order of fighting ability. Has an
18 page bibliography. £3.00p including postage. (#8.00 U.S.A.).

"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.50p. (#8.00).
"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
.;luing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and Historex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye and Ward). £2.05p. (#6.00).
"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-maker3, museums, prints, books, record3, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer'3 Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (#5.00).

"AT THEM WITH gKB BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (#5.75).
"MACDONALD OF THE 42nd" - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch, in England,
during the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny. £5.20p. (#8.00 U.S.A.).

"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS. 1895-1918" - L.Richards. An illustrated reference

Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (#5.75).

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

5. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for '.merican Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial ,/ars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p. (#5.50) including postage.

"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (#2.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 50 cents Bank Hand
ling charge added to them. 10?$ to be added to all Canadian dollar cheques.
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